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800 pts 

Must be painted 
 
Games will be 800 points of bring what you like. They will be quick little short scenario based 
games and lots of them.  
 
General rules: 
HAS TO BE from one of the core army books and conform to any points limits set in the book, ie: if 
your lord can have 100pts of magic, it can only have 100pts of magic!  
But no army limits so if you want just an 800 point lord you are welcome. 
Also can ignore unit size limits unless it is 1. 
 
ONLY core rule book rules that may have been faqed, no Arcanum, or other fancy shit! 
 
You can bring multiple lists but no more then 3 800 point lists are allowed per player, there are 8 
scenarios so each list might have to be a bit more versatile so thinking caps on.  

Finally IT ALL HAS TO BE PAINTED. Don’t care what you bring but must be at least better then a 
comp legal paint job so 4 or 5 colours boys… 
 
Tables: 
2x 4x4 (in the loft) 
1x 6x4 (in the living room) 
The idea will be to get everyone able to play so 1 on 1s in the loft and either 2 on 2s in the living rooms 
or battle royales between 3 to 5 players. This is dependent of player numbers and can shift around. 
The loft has a midnight ish curfew so living room only for the late night warring! 
 
Scenarios: 
They are numbered 1 to 10 so they will be chosen randomly using a D10! Think this is it although I 
may add more if I think of anything really fun! 
 
 

Battle Scenarios Descriptions: 

1 War 

A brutal fight to the death, fought exactly as described in the rule book as Battle Line. 

 

2 Badlands 

This seemingly flat and open plain belies the hellish nature of the ground underneath. Every part is 
potentially deadly. 

Deployment: Roll off for table edge and who places first. Deployment is 20 inches in from the long 
table edge. Roll off for first turn. 

Special requirements: Every part of the table is dangerous terrain, and will require the usual test. Any 
scenery placed is also dangerous and anything that affects mounted/chariots etc. they fail on a 1 or a 2. 

To win: Victory points at the end of turn 6  



 

3 Winds of Doom 

The magic winds are wreaking havoc, portals opening and pulling apart armies, this will be a chaotic 
fight to the death, the problem is you have no choice where you start, and those winds won’t stop 
blowing. 

Deployment: Roll off for first unit deployment. Then random pick from then until every unit is 
deployed. Table to be split in to 6 quadrant for a 6x4 and 4 quadrants for a 4x4. Chose which part of 
the board by dice. The army placing the unit then choose where in the quadrant to place the unit. The 
facing is chosen by rolling a scatter dice and 2d6. Final position and facing is then decided by the dice. 
If a hit is rolled on the scatter the unit will still move and the facing still decided by the direction 
indicated, but the distance will be half that indicated on the 2d6. 

Special requirements: Magic phase winds are rolled on 4d6 with no upper limits on available power 
dice dispel dice taking the score of the 2 highest, there is also no max limit for dice rolled to cast a 
spell, there is however a minimum. Due to the Chaotic nature of the winds any caster wishing to cast a 
spell must roll at least 3 power dice, this includes bound spells.  

Random spell: due to the magical winds at the end of every magic phase a small template Vortex spell 
will be randomly placed at the centre of a quadrant and moved using an artillery (any rolls of a misfire 
add another vortex! If another misfire is rolled both vortices become large templates) and scatter dice 
to determine direction any model touched by a vortex suffers a randomly chosen attribute test. If the 
model fails they are torn asunder by the magical winds. 1-2 =Strength test 3-4 Initiative test 5-6 
Toughness test. 

To win: Victory points at the end of turn 6, if anyone makes it!  

 

4 Stronghold 

1 building stands on the field of battle. To hold its power is to hold the territory. It must be taken and 
held at all costs. 

Deployment: Roll off for table edge and who places first. Deployment is 12 inches in from the long 
table edge. Roll off for first turn. 

Special requirements: One building is placed in the centre of the battle ground. Additional scenery at 
players discretion. The building follows the normal rules, with regards to holding charging and 
capturing. 

To win: You must hold or control the building end of turn 6  

 

5 Line 

To take this territory all that is needed is to get through to the other side of the battlefield. All that 
stands in the way is an army waiting to stop you from getting past. 

Deployment: First roll off to decide who is holding the line. Then roll off for table edge. The holding 
army deployment is up to half way to the centre form the long table edge. The attacking army deploys 
in the 8’ from their table edge. The attacking army always deploys first, and deploys their entire army, 
before the defenders deploy any units. This rule does not affect units with the scouts special rule, 
although they CANNOT start in the last 6 inches of the defenders table edge. It does however affect 



any unit that has rules that allow them to deploy from other table edges, such as ambushers. Any units 
with such a rule CANNOT deploy within the last 6 inches of the table or from the defenders table edge 
at all. Roll off for first turn, the defenders receive a +1 to their roll regardless of the number of units. 
The attackers can also claim a single unit as the “power unit” any models of that unit that break 
through the line and leave the table their points are doubled. 

Special requirements: The army who is attempting to break through can make a special 'Big Push' 
during any turn in the game. They must declare this at the start of their magic phase, before the winds 
are rolled. The big push allows every unit to make an out of sequence move equal to the amount rolled 
on the winds dice (2-12 inches). Each unit not in combat or fleeing can make a turn up to 90 degrees 
and moves in a straight line up to the amount indicated on the dice. By doing this all spells are 
foregone for that magic phase. Their opponent can still use their dispel dice to remove any remains in 
play spells. 

To win: The army which holds the line must have more points left alive and able to fight on the table 
then their opponent has managed to get off the opposing table edge. This is based on actual model 
points, not original unit points. 

 

6 Prize 

Take the coveted prize and deny it from your enemies, nothing else matters. 

Deployment: Roll off for table edge and who places first. Deployment is along the diagonal from 
corner to corner. Draw a line from corner to corner. Each army starts 3 inches from their side of this 
line. THERE IS NO RESTRICTION FOR THE DISTANCE BETWEEN OPPONENTS UNITS 
THEY CAN START 6 INCHES APART. Roll off for first turn. Scouts and any other units with similar 
rules have to be at least 3 inches from the capture target at the start of the first turn. 

Special requirements: A single suitable model is placed at the centre of the table. Each army must 
attempt to capture and move the model off their own table edge. To capture the model they must move 
the unit to base contact with the model and it will then become part of that unit though unable to fight 
or be hit under any circumstances. That unit must then move off your own table edge. All units can 
capture the target, including characters, lords and heroes. Ridden monsters, and cavalry can also 
capture the unit, with the same restrictions as below. The only units that cannot capture would be war 
beasts, such as war hounds, or any swarms. 

If that unit is attacked and destroyed or forced to flee the attacking winning unit then captures the target 
automatically.  

A fleeing unit cannot hold the target and if a unit holding the target flees for any reason they have to 
leave the target model where they were. 

Units under the influence of frenzy cannot capture the model at all; they are too mental to even 
consider it. They will leave the target where it is on the table. 

The Prize can be passed to other units. Both units have to move together, till touching, in the remaining 
moves sub-phase. The prize can then be moved between the units. At the end of the movement phase 
the units should be moved 1inch apart again 

To win: At the start of turn 4 and each subsequent turn roll a d6 and add the turn number, if the 
number exceeds 9 the game ends on that turn. The army who removes the target from the battlefield or 
the army holding the target at the end of the game, provided they are not in combat. If they are in 
combat the combat must be completed to decide the winner. This proceeds as repeated combat phases 
until complete If no one holds the target at the end of turn 6 the closest unit to the target wins. 



 

7 Last man standing 

No retreat, no surrender, no mercy and no quarter will be given. This is a fight to the very last man. 

Deployment: Roll off for table edge and who places first. Deployment is 24 inches in from the long 
table edge, there is no restrictions for placement, except that units must still be at least 1 inch from each 
other unless in combat. Roll off for first turn. 

Special requirements: Bloody glory: Any unit that wins a round of combat totally destroying the 
opposite number in the fight or in the overrun automatically gains the frenzy special rule. This rule 
effects all armies! 

Last charge: Every unit can at one point take a last charge, they can only do it once per game. They 
will automatically make whatever charge they choose to declare. If that charge is mathematically 
possible they will take d6 strength 4 wounds with no saves of any kind allowed. If the charge is 
completely impossible they will make but take 2d6 strength 5 wounds with no saves of any kind 
allowed. If this charge results in a total annihilation of the opposing force that unit is subject to the 
Bloody Glory rule above. 

Cowards lament: Any general actively avoiding combat will be called a cunt and have that unit 
immediately take 2d6 strength 4 hits as fighting within the unit between the cowards and the warriors 
ensues. This shall be an objective test based on general opinion from the opposing general and 
spectators around the table. 

To win: The fight will go on until only 1 side remains on the table.  

 

8 King 

Cut off the head and the army will fall. 

Deployment: Roll off for table edge and who places first. Deployment is 12 inch’s in from the long 
table edge. Roll off for first turn. You cannot place your General in reserve. He must be placed on the 
table from the first turn. If no general is present in your list, then a chosen model with the highest 
leadership will be considered the general 

To win: The army who’s general is killed first loses. Yes this may be a very short game! If both 
generals survive to the end of turn 6, the generals will step up and fight one on one to decide the 
winner.  
	  
	  

9 Drink and Survive 

There wasn’t meant to be a fight today! Both armies have spent the whole night drinking and everyone 
is drunk, hung over or unconscious. 

Deployment: Roll off for table edge and who places first. Deployment is ANYWHERE ON THE 
TABLE the only restriction is that units must be at least 6 inches from ANY other unit.  This negates 
any special deployment rules such as scout and vanguard. Roll off for first turn. 

Special requirements: Every unit is suffering the ill effects of the night before. Once all units are 
placed they suffer from 3 things.  



1) The drunk table, see below! 
a. Roll 1 – Unit is still pissed, 2d6 Random movement, stubborn and flammable 
b. Roll 2, 3 – Unit is hung-over, a lot, -1 weapon skill and hatred 
c. Roll 4,5 – Unit is covered in vomit and not very well, - 1 initiative and Poisoned 

attacks 
d. Roll 6 – Still crazy drunk, unit is -1 move -1 weapon skill Unbreakable 

2) Disorientation roll a scatter dice to see which way they start facing. Any hits stay the way 
they were placed. 

3) Can’t hold their drink. Every unit must take a toughness test. Every unit that fails the test 
has over done it and takes 2d6 wounds with absolutely no save allowed whatsoever. 

To win: Victory points at the end of turn 6. 
	  
	  

10 Worlds End 

The edges of the world are crumbling in to unreality as warp pulls the very ground from your feet. 

Deployment: Roll off for table edge and who places first. Deployment is 12 inch’s in from the long 
table edge. Roll off for first turn. The centre should be marked on the table at the start of the game with 
a suitable piece of scenery and measured from this in the same way each time. 

Special requirements: The centre circle: the playing area will shrink every turn, measured from the 
centre spot of the table and in radius.  

1) Turn one the whole table is in play 
2) Turn two the whole table is in play.  
3) At the start of turn three any unit more than 36 inches from the centre of the table is 

removed from play. 
4) At the start of turn four any unit more than 28 inches from the centre of the table is 

removed from play. 
5) At the start of turn five any unit more than 14 inches from the centre of the table is 

removed from play. 
6) At the start of turn six any unit more than 6 inches from the centre of the table is removed 

from play.  

Any model out side of the circle is lost, no saves of any kind, except if that model can get a look out 
sir. You will lose models not units, so if the circle sweeps through a unit only those on the wrong side 
of the circle are lost. 

Any fleeing units that run off or in to the ‘worlds end zone’ are lost immediately, as are any peruses off 
the table situations.  

To win: The army who’s has most points by the end of turn 6 of the game left on the table. 
	  


